A clever way to store
an inflatable dinghy

Dinghy Rings is a completely new way to hoist
and store an inflatable dinghy at the stern of a
pleasure boat. Simply place the rear ends of the
dinghy’s pontoons in the rings and erect the dinghy as the rings rotate.
The inflatable dinghies are more popular than
ever. They are useful, means a lot of pleasure,
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but unfortunately too often inconvenient. Dinghy
Rings solves the inflatable dinghy problems in
harbour and while cruising.
Instead of lifting the dinghy aboard, deflating and
inflating it or leaving it in the water, Dinghy Rings
let you erect the dinghy in an easy way to an
upright position. When standing, the dinghy can’t
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be flooded, it takes almost no space, and even a
small engine can be kept mounted under certain
circumstances.
Unlike traditional davits, Dinghy Rings is discreet
and affordable. When not in use, just remove the
rings. Dinghy Rings is to be mounted underneath
a swim platform, invisible when the rings are
detached. It is available with a number of different
mountings to fit power boats with wide external
swim platforms and sailing yachts with narrow
platforms. There’s also a soft version of the arrangement, hung over the stern or bow of a boat
and it’s totally removable.
A smart davit for inflatable dinghies is great equipment and the construction and idea of Dinghy
Rings is clever and scalable. It’s made of the most
appropriate material, AISI 316 stainless steel,
and it’s made in Sweden.
Dinghy Rings fits pleasure boats with an external
swim platform or a flat stern and supports inflatable dinghies up to 50 kg or 3,5 meters. It’s

adjustable and can be adapted to most inflatables.
Dinghies with non conical pontoons need’s to attach en extra set of EVA-foam discs at the back of
the pontoons to fit the rings.
Dinghy Rings is currently patented in Sweden and
World-PCT pending. Two versions were introduced
on the Swedish market in February 2016. In
November 2016 two new models are released
as Dinghy Rings is launched on the world market,
at the same time nominated for DAME Design
Award 2016. Dinghy Rings Sweden AB is searching for agents and retailers all over the world. We
make yachting pleasant.
DINGHY RINGS SWEDEN AB
+46 10 164 04 00
info@dinghyrings.se
www.dinghyrings.se
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